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Cowboys!

Spacemen!

Scandal!

She Killed 

 a Zebra!!



Don’t interrupt 
my Cossack 

dancing!

Thanks for explaining about 
this hidden pass back to 

civilization and all, but I sorta 
know all about it - I grew up 

here, 
you know.

The savage cave girl - champion of the jungle, slayer of lions, 
friend of monkeys - also know as Jenny, is talking with her 
sidekick jungle Jim.

I just think it 
sounds better 
when a man 
explains things. 

Speaking of... could you stop 
pointing your phallic imagery 
at my boobs? I mean, try a 
little subtlety!

Driving while 
standing? I’ll 

show you!!

We all know the drill - girl is abandoned by 
parents, wears a swimsuit all the time and ends 
up growing up in the deep jungles. The only thing 
certain about this woman is that she killed a 
zebra to make her suit. Imagine that story with 
a lot more greasy men featured and you’ve got 
this tale -  

She Killed a Zebra for her underwear!



This image raises many questions. Why is a lime 
flavoured cowboy attacking a high school science 
teacher in the middle of class? What’s with the 
nazi cosplay? Who knocked over the pool cleaner? 
Or is it some sort of generator?
Is that guy in orange going to throw a glass 
at the cowboy? Doesn’t he know that it’s  
dangerous? And most importantly, how are  
these words forming out of smoke? Well,  
strap yourself in for an astounding story  
where we fail to answer almost all  
of these questions!

We open our story with a farmer singing his hard working 
horse to sleep after a hard day plowing the Tortilla 
fields of mexico.

His singing is so sweet, it sends an entire nearby town to sleep! 
Including the dogs and horses. Or they could just be sleeping 
off the tequila.

Hush little horsey don’t 
say a word... farmers gunna 
buy you a mocking-biiiird.



This party is out of 
control! A quick blast of 
the flesh removal beam 
should settle it down! 

Ignore that giant robot outside 
the window and check this out! 

Apparently there are still 
newspapers in the future! And 
stop making the front of your 

shirt transparent!

What’s going on here? Who’s that on the ground? Did that girl just 
deflesh a dude for no reason? Where can I learn rad dance moves like 
Rod? I don’t know answers to any of these questions.... I haven’t read 
this comic yet either! What say we find out... together!
Our story starts with Rod Hathway, space bohemian in his office with 
his girl Friday, Killy O’Death.

No-one upstages ME on 
the dance floor! I have a 
pile of skulls behind me 

to prove it!

Careful! You’ll 
wake up the 

goth!

The Murderer Wore Tights!The Murderer Wore Tights!
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